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The commodity resin markets remained slower than average during
the first week of August. Spot prices for all Polyethylene and Polypropylene grades eased another cent, though remain elevated at historically high levels. Processor demand was tepid and our flow of
buy side orders was only sporadic, as more and more processor
needs are being met by direct producer contracts. Meanwhile, offerings for various, but not all grades, have increased and are starting
to accumulate. Resin production has returned to robust levels and
collective producer PE inventories have reached an all-time high,
while PP inventories have well exceeded pre winter-storm levels
and now stand at the highest in more than a year. Regardless, with
some planned turnarounds ahead and the chance for production disruptions quite possible as we head into the heart of the gulf hurricane season, the vast majority of Polyethylene and Polypropylene
producers are still operating under Force Majeure conditions and/or
still have allocations in place, even though many shipments are running at 100% of forecasts.
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After hotly contested negotiations that ran into August, major industry indices confirmed that July Polyethylene contracts increased
by $.05/lb and there is another $.03-.05/lb on the table for August.
Polypropylene contracts did not absorb the $.05/lb margin increase,
though did add $.02/lb commensurate with the rise in PGP contracts. Spot PGP levels have since soared in Aug, largely due to
reduced monomer production from PDH complications, and this
month’s contracts are poised to record a double-digit increase. PP
contracts are sure to follow, though the success of the margin enhancer is again questionable.
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Spot Range

Resin for Sale 14,423,528 lbs

Resin

Total lbs

Low

TPE Market

High

Bid

Ask

PP Copo - Inj

3,539,980

$

1.100

$

1.480

$

1.370

$

1.470

PP Homo - Inj

3,170,600

$

1.030

$

1.350

$

1.270

$

1.370

LDPE - Film

1,842,484

$

0.970

$

1.120

$

1.070

$

1.120

LLDPE - Film

1,593,564

$

0.940

$

1.050

$

0.890

$

0.990

HDPE - Blow

1,332,208

$

1.050

$

1.150

$

1.090

$

1.140

HDPE - Inj

909,104

$

1.040

$

1.140

$

1.090

$

1.140

LLDPE - Inj

837,748

$

1.030

$

1.120

$

1.070

$

1.120

HMWPE - Film

719,104

$

0.930

$

0.990

$

0.900

$

0.950

LDPE - Inj

478,736

$

0.960

$

1.100

$

1.020

$

1.070

PP Homopolymer
1 Year

Price direction has been mixed throughout the Energy complex so
far this month. WTI and Brent have settled back a bit, falling to just
either side of the $70/bbl mark, respectively. The decline has been
driven by soft demand concerns brought on by worries that travel
restrictions meant to stop the spread of the COVID-19 Delta variant
could curb global recovery. The International Energy Agency added that crude oil demand has come to a halt in July and was set to
rise at a slower pace for the rest of the year because of higher variant numbers.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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Better-than-expected US job growth numbers and a stronger dollar
also may have contributed to the decline. By Friday, WTI ended at
$68.44/bbl losing $.65/bbl on the day, but $.16/bbl higher on the
week. Brent settled at $70.59/bbl, shedding $.11/bbl on the week.
Nat Gas futures receded as excessively high temperatures are expected to be behind us for at least the time being. Sep Nat Gas ended Friday at $3.86/mmBtu, a weekly loss of almost $.28/mmBtu.
NGLs also moved in opposite directions, as Ethane ended more
than a half-cent lower on the week at $.338/gal ($.143/lb), while
Propane finished a few cents higher to $1.13/gal ($.319/lb).
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Monomers have really been a tale of two markets as PolymerGrade Propylene (PGP) extended its price gains for a third consecutive week after a PDH shutdown again in Texas, impacting already strained supplies, while Ethylene was on the opposite end of
the spectrum with easing prices even amid minor production issues.

HDPE Blow Molding
1 Year

Spot Aug PGP began the week trading in the low $.80s/lb on Monday before peaking on Wednesday when a handful of transactions
confirmed at $.93/lb after a monomer producer confirmed the shutdown of its PDH unit. August PGP prices relaxed some through
Friday and Aug PGP settled at $.89/lb, a gain of just over $.07/lb
on the week. Supply concerns gave the forward market a boost as
well, with September closing Friday at $.80/lb for a weekly gain of
a nickel. The forward curve was backwardated through December
in the low $.60s/lb. The increase in Spot PGP prices is head-andshoulders above the July contract price of $.76/lb, most likely ensuring a double-digit increase in the August contract price.
Meanwhile, the high amount of trader interest for Ethylene was not
enough for buyers and sellers to come together on spot prices.
Buyers in Louisiana were eager to open their wallets Monday offering up to $.605/lb for Aug, but sellers stayed on the sidelines.
By Friday, Ethylene prices dropped down over 25%, with spot
Aug losing just over $.13/lb to nearly $.39/lb. The forward market
curve remained in backwardation but narrowed, as deferred
months fell to below $.30/lb by December.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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Polyethylene availability has improved, particularly for all LD,
LL, and HD film grades, while spot supplies for each sector’s injection and more specialty materials remain fairly scarce. HD
Blow Mold has improved somewhat, but remains short. PE exports have languished, they have been shipping at sharply reduced
volumes, the lowest in more than a year, which has contributed to
the bulging of upstream resin inventories. In the meantime, producers have reported fantastic financial results and seem comfortable holding back more material rather than tapping traditional
export broker channels. This would require selling resin at levels
considerably lower than domestic prices, and that visibility would
likely interfere with the huge local premiums. Nature in the Gulf
could again come to disrupt production like it did a year ago and
again in mid-Feb, but otherwise, we feel that the rally in PE has
grown a bit long in the tooth. It is a tricky time in the market
which requires caution, with possible interruptions ahead, processors ought to have ample supplies on hand, but if production continues relatively smoothly and record export levels do not emerge,
the market could be setting up for a, perhaps sizable, 4th quarter
decline.
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HDPE Blow Molding
1 Year

The Polypropylene market is caught between the return of largely
sufficient supplies and runaway monomer prices which are back
within striking distance of the all-time high reached in the direct
aftermath of the mid-Feb storm. US Polypropylene shortages
helped producers implement a long series of margin increases
over the past year, and now with PGP spiking higher, Aug resin
contracts will endure a large cost-push increase to shatter record
levels, just as availability was improving and Offgrade levels were
slipping. Even at these high prices, overall Polypropylene demand
has remained very good as some sectors including medical and
PPE remain hot, easily absorbing increase after increase, though
others like automotive and new construction have been affected
by tangential supply chain disruptions. Large volumes of PP imports helped close the gap between supply and demand, and while
delayed shipments are still streaming in, untenable ocean freight
and port constraints have crimped new imports for more than a
month.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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There has been another minor run in new imports as monomer
costs help sustain high PP prices, but the overall lack of fresh imports will help offset growing domestic supplies and could keep
the rally intact a bit longer. Still, since there is no viable large volume export market for US PP, when supplies eventually recover
enough to tip the scale negative, producers could find it difficult to
maintain these extraordinary margins and resin prices. But of
course, do not forget that hurricane disruptions can also come.

Sourcing spot material is still not simple and some grades are also
outright tight, we do not feel that the market is about to fall out of
bed nor see prices imminently tumble, but we do see a case building, so early writings might be on the walls. We are however, also
well in the midst of unprecedented world events, and the massive
amount of government / taxpayer funded financial distributions,
stock market and crypto wealth, has spurred excellent consumer
demand. It is still unknown how it will all play out, but for sure,
all of this will keep us on our toes.

HDPE Blow Molding
1 Year

Be sure to follow us on
LinkedIn for daily news updates!
Contact our trading desk
for your spot resin needs.
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
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